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from The Rinzai Roku, Chapter XVIII

"As for the students who come from every corner I myself divide them into
three categories according to their inherent capacities. If one of less than average
capacity comes I snatch away his state, but    do not take away his Dharma. If one
of  better  than  average  capacity  comes  I  snatch  away  both  his  state  and  his
Dharma. If one of superior capacity comes I snatch away neither his state,    nor
his Dharma, nor himself.  But should a person of extraordinary understanding
come I  would act  with my whole body and not  characterize  him.         Virtuous
monks when a student has reached this point his manifestation    power is impene-
trable to any wind and swifter than a spark from    flint or a flash of lightening.
The moment a student blinks his eyes he is already way off.    The moment he tries
to think he's already differed. The moment he arouses a thought he's already devi-
ated. But for the person who understands it's always right here before his eyes."

Everybody has inherent capacities.    Everybody has certain abilities to act.
And Rinzai, in the passage that we began to talk about yesterday talks about these
three capacities.      Even dogs and cats have the ability to run and stop.     Even
plants have the ability to move.    They have the ability to move following the mo-
tions of the wind.    But, if a person gets attached to the self, fixates the self that
believes I am; then even though that person has the ability to move they can't
move.    They can't move even if the wind blows on them.    So, a democracy is a
good thing.    But, if one fixates democracy then one will not be able to become a
real world leader.    One shouldn't fixate democracy as it is, thinking this democ-
racy is the ultimate expression.    When you go to Germany you have to be able to
manifest German democracy.    In France, you have to be able to manifest French
democracy, and Chinese democracy in China.    It doesn't matter whether you call
it-whether it's done in the name of democracy or in the name of Communism.
It's not right for a strong country to bully a weaker one.    Why?    Because all have
the ability, the capacity to live.    

All things owe their existence to the fact that they have encountered the
activity  called  manifesting,  the  activity  called  being birthed.      Existing  things
don't exist without a reason.    The reason they exist is that they have encountered
the activity called coming into existence.    So, what Tathagata Zen insists is that
all existing beings, not just human beings, but all existing beings; the beasts, the
birds, the fish, the insects, the plants, the rocks and clods of soil; all existing be-
ings exist because they have encountered the activity called existence.    They owe
their birth to the fact that they have touched the thing called the activity of birth.
So, things owe their existence to coming into contact with the activity called exis-
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tence.    But the activity called existence, called manifesting, caus-
ing to appear; this causing to appear activity does not hold onto its course for ever
and ever.    Existence inevitably encounters the activity called dissolution and it
dissolves.    It is done away with.    Now, wherein is one hiding when one's exis-
tence is dissolved?    This is real hard to understand when you begin your Zen
practice.    But, for one who is studying Zen, then that person should be able to un-
derstand where one disappears to as something that is not mysterious at all, but
absolutely as simple as pie.    So, because it is hard to understand the process of
dissolving one's existence when one first begins practice it's incumbent upon the
teacher to teach with great patience and solicitude, like a kind grandmother or
grandfather.    

As I mentioned yesterday what Buddhism says is that no existing being
comes into existence completely.    What I explained very simply yesterday, the
essence of how Buddhism describes the process of coming into existence.    When
one comes into existence one receives not fully but in some small measure an
equal amount of the two antithetical doings; the activity of plus, the activity of
minus.    Or if you wish you can call them the activity of going and coming. Or if
you wish you can call them the activity of male and female.      So, one doesn't
come into existence having the complete plus activity of the source.    And like-
wise when one comes into existence one's content is not the complete activity of
minus, either.    And therefore the plus and the minus that have yet to be internal-
ized appear before the being that has come into existence as objects.    Tangibly
speaking, the plus which has yet to be internalized, yet to be made one's content,
is called the world of the future.    And analogously, because the being that has
come into existence does not have complete minus internalized yet, it looks upon
the yet to be taken in minus and calls it the world of the past.    So what is com-
monly referred to as the future is the incomplete state of the thus going.    And
likewise, what we call the past, is the incomplete manifestation of the thus com-
ing.    These taken together are both part of the thus coming and going, the Tatha-
gata.

Clever people have said, and I'm sure you were taught this way, that time
extends infinitely into the future and back into the past.    But if we look upon fu-
ture and past as being infinitely extended that way then this is something that is
utterly different from our self; something that is quite alien to our self.    But if
you continue to  stand in that perspective,  then no matter  how much you may
study you'll never be able to understand Buddhism.    Wake up!    That's what we
say.    To wake up in Japanese is called Satori, to be enlightened.    To wake up
means to understand that just before you were born past, present, and future were
one.      Whenever you're born past, present and future are born simultaneously.
People say, "I don't understand.    I don't understand."    Wake up.    Wake up to the
fact that when you say I don't understand you're an idiot.    People that think that
the future extends forever, eternally, are idiots.    They can't understand Buddhism.

When one completely internalizes the totality of plus and minus; that is to
say the totality of the expansive and the contractive, male and female; then there
is no world as an object remaining that one needs to internalize.    So, what we
mean by a state of completeness is that state that has the total going and the total
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coming as its content.    That state which has the entire objective and the entire
subjective as its content.    And over and over again I've explained how in Bud-
dhism that state of completeness is called zero.    In that zero the self that thinks I
am has disappeared. And the state of zero does the zero activity.    

The zero activity is the effortless activity.    This is what we call the state of
the source.    And the state of the source, because it acts without will or desire is
also called the activity, the manifestation of true love.    If we talk about the activ-
ity of zero or the activity of emptiness, it doesn't seem interesting or relevant to
people.    So in order to get their attention we call it the activity of true love.    If I
were to stand in the activity of emptiness when I teach you, you wouldn't be able
to approach me.    As your practice develops you want the Roshi to stand, to sit in
front of you as the manifestation of emptiness.    But as I said, if I were to truly
abide there no one could approach.    Unless I appear as a human being in front of
you it's not interesting.    You won't be drawn to the Zen practice.    A born self
must be able to manifest the wisdom that understands I am past and future be-
cause just before I was born past and future were together.    And so you'll be able
to make a relationship with past and future without any fear because you realize
that past and future are none other than yourself.    And therefore you, the present,
will be able to internalize, make your content the totality of past and future.    It
goes without saying that what we mean by a self is that which comes into exis-
tence having both the plus and the minus.    

Now, the real state of a true self would have the totality of plus and minus
as its content.    But the manifested self has incomplete plus and minus but it does
have plus and minus in equal measure.    And therefore it differs from just the pure
future and pure past.    So, although a born self is not yet complete zero it still is
zero because it has equal amounts of plus and minus.    So a self has as its body in-
complete space.     Incomplete emptiness, incomplete space is called materiality.
Yet it is of the nature of that self to complete its space and mature.    When one is
very first born because the plus and minus are equal it's a neutralized state.    It's
not polarized the way one becomes as one grows up a little bit polarized to male
or female.    And because of that oneness, or balance of plus and minus, a newborn
baby is called a Bodhisattva.    Observe carefully the statues of the Bodhisattvas
that we have on the alters or for example the hanging picture of Avalokitesvara,
Kannon, the Bodhisattva of Compassion.    Look carefully and you'll see they're
neither male nor female.    They have both activities.    When an incomplete human
being bows to the Buddha it is an incomplete zero bowing to the complete zero.
So when one bows one's head, inevitably one manifests complete zero.    The I
am-ness has disappeared.    People that refuse to bow their heads and always want
to affirm the I am self talk nonsense.    

I've been here some thirty odd years in the United States.    And there are
people that have been with me for that whole time.    Those of you that have been
around for a very long time look and see where you're at as you listen to what I
say.    Those that have practiced for a long time pay heed.    Of course practicing,
not being in a monastery, not doing the intense practice of a monastery, you may
have practiced for ten years.    Ten years is a long time.    But actually ten years of
that kind of practice probably corresponds to about one month in a real monastery.
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Some people say I've been at Mount Baldy for seven years, or ten years, but to me
it seems like they've been here just a couple months.    Why have they only been
here a couple months?    Well look!    They're sleeping during Teisho.    They're
sleeping during zazen.    That ilk, as we say, as Rinzai says, that ilk of person has
to really look at themselves carefully (They are affirming their I am selves).    

If  one attaches to the I  am self  inevitably conflicts  arise.      Wars arise.
You have to be careful because although democracy is good, fixating democracy
will become a source of war.    

Now we get to what I wanted to talk about today.    Because the self is in-
complete, inevitably it must form relationship with past and future.    When the in-
fant is first born, even though it has an equal measure of plus and minus it has
them very weakly.    It's extremely weak.    In other words, its capacity to fixate the
sense of I am is weak.    Relative to the newborn infant's strength plus and minus
are incredibly powerful.    So that the power of the plus and minus reach out from
outside and from inside to make relationship with the newborn one.    Because the
newborn one is weak it cannot of its own volition take the initiative to make rela-
tionship with plus and minus.     So the forming of the relationship has to take
place at the initiative of plus and minus.    In other words, one's father and one's
mother make a relationship with the infant.    So this is technically referred to as
forming a relationship based on receiving the other power.    But that other, that
father and mother,  even though they may be called other  are not  really  other.
They are perceived as self.    So when plus makes a relationship with the infant,
when minus makes a relationship with the infant, respectively from outside and
inside, this is self making relationship with self.    So the relationship is formed by
the plus, father, and the minus, negative, taking the    initiative because the capac-
ity, the ability of the infant is yet too weak to intentionally form a relationship.
The newborn one is too weak to maintain its own existence.    It is nurtured, it is
maturated by receiving the plus and minus activities of its parents.    

Plus could also be called expansion.    Minus is also referred to as contrac-
tion.      In other words they're contrasting, oppositely directed, antithetical.    The
father, the plus activity, wants the offspring to have complete plus activity.    So it
rips away the plus activity from the offspring, from the child, and takes it back to
itself.    We can call this father's ego if you wish.    Likewise mother wants the off-
spring to be able to be as mature as she is, so she rips away the minus from the
offspring and takes it into her own content.    In this way the two parents simulta-
neously rip away what the offspring has.    So mother with her so-called ego rips
away the minus from the infant.      This is their process of nurturing the infant.
Now when we say the ego of mother and the ego of father you have to understand
that this is not ego in the usual sense of the word ego.    This is ego merely in the
sense of standing in contrast or opposition to each other.    Be careful about this
point.    It's easy to get confused because the so-called self, or ego of these activi-
ties is just their spontaneous doing; which, although it is contrasting is without
will or desire.    

We say that ego, the I am self is bad.    But actually one shouldn't just un-
critically say that the ego is bad because the ego appears as a natural consequence
of the fundamental principle of things.    Who says that ego is bad?    It's of course
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a self that says that.    That's why ego is bad.    And so the offspring does the activ-
ity called dividing itself into two.    It graciously returns what it has received from
father to father, and what it has received from mother to mother.    And therefore it
disappears.    But disappears into where?    It joins its mother and father.    So the
born one has disappeared.    But no, it hasn't disappeared.    It's just divided itself
into two and now there is only pure positive and only pure negative manifesting.
It goes without saying that when there is pure plus and minus,only, facing each
other, than this is what we call the state of the source.    So by a self appearing and
then a self dissolving a new state of the source can appear.    So in the process of
going from one state of the source to a new state of the source three kinds of ca-
pacities are utilized.    That's what Rinzai says.    

So what are the three capacities that appear in the in between that are part
of the process of one state of the source becoming a new state of the source?
Rinzai says that it is through these three activities-Rinzai says that he used these
three activities to interact with everyone.    Those of you in robes, you have to get
surprising insight when you hear what Rinzai has to say.    Otherwise you're not
really reading the sayings of Master Rinzai.    So if you can firmly grasp what Rin-
zai means by the three capacities that are part of the process of one state of the
source going to the next state of the source, then you'll be able to follow every-
thing he has to say after that.    So, in his kindness, in his patience he gives us now
examples.

In order to tangibly explain these three aspects of the activity of the source
he talks about lower, middle and superior abilities.    There's an ancient tradition
that actually the three capacities can be expanded into a system of nine capacities.
But be that as it may.    Isn't it true?    The past contains past, present and future.
The present  contains  past,  present  and future.      And the  future  contains  past,
present and future.    So, all together they sum up to nine.    But here Rinzai only
talks about a threefold characterization of capacity.    The middle level of capacity
is the person that has woken up to the fact they have to perfect themselves.    They
have to live as a good (correct) human being.    They have to complete themselves.
So, this middle class of capacities, this is the human being.    And we're all human
beings.    We're all in that middle class.    Specifically the human being that has
woken up to the fact that both animals and the Buddha and themselves are one.
Now, a person that fixates their dependency on receiving the activity of mother
and father, this is referred to as the middle-low class.    Isn't it true that there are a
lot of people in that category in the United States?    But also in the United States
at the age of eighteen or so many people adamantly declare their independence
from their parents.    So we can say that this is a very enlightened system.    

But Rinzai says if somebody appears in front of them is of the category of
the people that linger on in their dependency on their parents, then I, Rinzai, will
rip away their parents.    What is translated in your text as state, actually the word
is kyo in Japanese which means their surroundings.    I will rip away their mother
and father and make them stand as mother and father. And when Rinzai says rip
away their, it's translated state, but in this case the character means what's around
them (Don't rely on mother and father.    Don’t rely on past and future).    Rip away
what's around them but not take away the Dharma.    In other words it's insisting
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that they manifest the Dharmakaya themselves.    We see in front of us the vitality
of the living Master Rinzai.    We can sense his flesh rippling his blood flowing.
(He is talking about this very state of “Blood boiling to make the flesh dance.”
He's’s talking about this very lively state, like a fish jumping in the water.)    Re-
ally, to appreciate what Rinzai is giving to us here you're not going to understand
with ten years of sleeping practice.    But somebody that is standing in the idea
that I must manifest a complete self can understand this in one night.    The next
portion talks about the middle-upper level.    And that I will discuss tomorrow.      
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